
Flagstaff’s Annual Market Review: 2017 Stats & 2018 Predictions 

Another Stellar Year Passes                        
but 2018  May Take the Lead 

While 2017 saw modest gains of only 3% in 
all residential sales, the average sales price 
(AVSP) rose by 6% and just shy of $7K in 
the height of the boom in 2006. The 2015 
jump in number of sales had an AVSP of 
about $340K where sales prices have in-
creased by 4-6% since.  Should prices continue 
on this same steady increase, 2018 will surpass 
the highest AVSP of record into the $400’s.  

The average list price was up by 8% while taking 10 less days to sell compared to last year. The median SP rose by 
10% to $350K. The average price per sqft  was up 8% at $200/sqft.  Single family (SFM) homes were more modest 
averaging half of the gains in sales prices but costing $206/sqft, up by 7% with an AVSP of $440K and a median of 
$387K. Second and third quarter sales accounted for the typical 60% of annual sales. So far, the fist month of 2018 
shows 30% increase in sales compared to 2017 with over 60 pending sales averaging almost $460K. 
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Supply & Demand: New Construction Offers Relief 

New construction increased by 43% with the northwest city region accounting for 84%.  In popular Presidio a SFM 
home averaged $380K at $209/sqft. Almost half of the sales were townhomes, particularly in Railroad Springs 
which averaged $302K.  The average SFM home is of 2000 sqft at $442K, up 4% and costing an average of $216/sqft. 

New construction will continue offering more options, mainly SFM homes’ 5 new locations: Johnson Ranch (east  
rural), Crestview and Timber Sky (NW city), and Woody Mountain Estates and Camryn Pines (SW city).  Bellemont 
has recently expanded with Flagstaff Meadows neighborhood offering more affordable SFM home options in the 
mid $300’s. It’s anticipated that new construction will be necessary until 2020 based on current demand. 

Expectations and Preparations for 2018 

The good news for both Buyers and Sellers is that interest rates are expected to remain below 5% with continued 
quality loan programs offered to quality buyers in what’s expected to be a continued strong economy.  New con-
struction will offer more options for Buyers and they may find the additional $10-16/sqft  better invested in a brand 
new home vs  remodeling cost for an older home . Although the price between newly built and existing homes is 
widening, Sellers may find competitive pricing still advantageous until supply catches up with demand and ride 
the steady incline Flagstaff’s been seeing and finally sell with equity that hasn’t been available since 2006. 
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